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Detailed-term-accounting-approximation simulation of x-ray transmission through
laser-produced Al plasmas
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An extensive configuration interaction~CI! scheme and theR-matrix method are combined to calculate the
x-ray transmission spectrum for high-power laser-produced Al plasmas in local thermodynamic equilibrium by
using the detailed-term-accounting~DTA! approximation. All atomic parameters such as state levels and
photoabsorption cross sections for different ionization stages are obtained by using the CI andR-matrix
method. Special attention is given to the effects of autoionizing resonance broadening on the transmission. A
large difference exists between the convergence of the results with and without taking account of autoionizing
resonance broadening when the autoionization resonance broadening is the major broadening mechanism. This
shows that autoionizing resonance widths of theK-shell excited states have large effects and should be
considered to interpret the spectral-resolved transmission.

PACS number~s!: 52.25.Nr, 52.20.2j, 32.80.Hd
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I. INTRODUCTION

The absorption spectra of high-temperature plasmas h
been of great utility in the study of inertial confinement f
sion, x-ray lasers, opacity calculation, and magnetic fus
energy plasmas. In the past two decades, Al plasma had
of particular interest. Many experimental@1–4# and theoret-
ical researches@5–10# considered the x-ray transmissio
spectrum of laser-produced Al plasmas. Davidsonet al. @1,2#
measured the transmission of x rays from external source
known intensity through an aluminum plasma that was c
ated by indirect laser irradiation. Local thermodynamic eq
librium ~LTE! was obtained in their experiment and its x-r
absorption properties were measured. The experiments y
a plasma of about 40 eV temperature and 0.005 of s
density with the aluminum ions having 4–8 bound electro
The measured transmission spectrum is in the photon en
range of 1480–1580 eV, corresponding to the inner-shell
citations from the 1s electron to 2p orbital. Perryet al. @3#
made a similar experiment, but the experimental condit
was slightly modified. AlXII through AlVIII had been made
in a laser-heated slab plasma at the measured temper
and density of 5864 eV and 0.02060.007 g/cm3. Perry
et al. @4# also made a radiation transfer experiment by us
the K-shell absorption spectra and Iglesiaset al. @10# did a
detailed analysis of the experiment. Besides the direct op
ity measurements of the Al plasma, a lot of experiments~see,
for example,@11,12#! had used the x-ray transmission spe
trum of Al as the temperature and density diagnostics.

Theoretical modeling for the absorption spectra of las
produced plasma requires a great number of atomic d
state populations, spectral line shapes, and plasma co
tions. As for the spectral line shapes, there are several br
ening mechanisms, such as the natural width, autoioniz
resonance, and collision and Doppler broadening. In p
ciple, all these broadening mechanisms should be consid
in a complete treatment, while in practice only the main fa
PRE 621063-651X/2000/62~5!/7251~7!/$15.00
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tors are considered. A few theoretical calculations@5–9# on
the transmission of Al plasmas have been carried out s
the publication of the experiments of Davidsonet al. @1,2#.
But most of them had only taken account of Doppler broa
ening in calculating the line absorption cross section. K
creaseet al. @5# and Rose@6# carried out atomic configura
tion average simulations for the experimental plas
spectroscopy with Gaussian profile whose widths were
culated from the unresolved transition array~UTA! approxi-
mation @13#. Abdallah and Clark@7# did a detailed calcula-
tion by including the fine structure. All these calculatio
treated approximately theK-shell excited states as discre
ones and used the Gaussian profile for the spectral line s
with Doppler width. A configuration interaction~CI! calcu-
lation was carried out by Iglesiaset al. @8# with orbital wave
functions computed using the Dirac-Hatree-Slater~DHS!
method. They used a Voigt profile including electron col
sion broadening and Doppler widths. Actually, theseK-shell
excited states are well above the ionization threshold and
photoexcitations of a 1s electron to the 2p orbital are auto-
ionization processes. As will be demonstrated later, the
toionizing resonance widths play an important role in det
mining the photoabsorption cross sections and, hen
transmission spectrum.

The purpose of the present work is to calculate the x-
transmission spectrum of the Al plasma with the prototy
experimental conditions of Davidsonet al. @1,2# and Perry
et al. @3#. The transitions of one electron excited from thes
electron to 2p orbital are treated as autoionization proces
by using the close-coupling scheme with special attent
given to the effects of autoionizing resonance widths on
transmission. The calculations have considered photoex
tion and photoionization processes. Free-free absorption
scattering are assumed to be negligible for the present w
All relevant atomic physics data are calculated by using
atomic structure codesCIV3 @14# andMCHF @15# and the latest
R-matrix code@16#.
7251 ©2000 The American Physical Society
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II. METHOD OF CALCULATION

For an LTE plasma, the population distributions of diffe
ent ionization stages are given by the Saha equation@17#

Ni 11Ne

Ni
5

ZeZi 11

Zi
e2(f i2Df i )/kT, ~1!

whereNi is the total population density of ioni, Ne is the
number of free electrons per unit volume,f i is the ionization
potential of ioni, Df i is the depression of ionization limi
caused by the plasma environment restricting the numbe
bound states available, andZi andZe are the partition func-
tions for ion i and the free electron, respectively.Zi is given
by

Zi5(
t

gite
2Eit /kT ~2!

andZe by

Ze52S 2pmekT

h2 D 3/2

, ~3!

where git5(2Lit11)(2Sit11) is the statistical weight for
term t of ion i in the LS coupling condition,Lit andSit are
the total angular momentum and spin quantum numbers
spectively,Eit is the energy of termt of ion i above the
ground state,k is the Boltzmann constant,T is the tempera-
ture, me is the electron mass, andh is the Planck constant
The upper limit to the sum~2! is given by the same ioniza
tion depression as for the Saha equation. The population
sity Nit for term t of ion stagei is given by the Boltzmann
distribution function

Nit5git~Ni /Zi !e
2Eit /kT. ~4!

Equation ~1! is solved with the constraint of particle an
charge conservation.

In solving the Saha equation~1!, a calculation of the ion-
ization potential depression~IPD! is needed to give a finite
limit to the partition functions. There are a number of me
ods by which the IPD can be calculated~for example, see
@18#!, such as the Debye-Huckel model, Stewart-Pyatt
proximation, and the ion-sphere model. It is well known th
the use of the IPD in this manner leads to discontinu
derivatives of the free energy, but it is not important f
interpreting experimental results. As the influence on
transmission spectrum due to the three different model
small, we choose the first one. For the Debye-Huckel mo
of the plasma potential, the largest radius of an electron
can still be bound is given by the Debye radius. As the pr
cipal quantum number becomes larger, the ions behave m
and more hydrogenically. In this case the IPD is given b

Df i5
ze2

4pe0
Ae2Ne

e0kT
, ~5!

where z is the charge of the species of interest (z51 for
neutral!. The calculated IPD’s for different relevant ioniza
tion stages under the experimental conditions of David
et al. @1,2# and Perryet al. @3# using the Debye model ar
of
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listed in Table I. The maximum effective principal quantu
number is nearly equal to 7 for the former experiment an
for the latter. This is consistent with the calculation carri
out by Iglesiaset al. @8# with a limit of n<7 in simulating
the former experiment. From the calculated IPD and
maximum effective principal quantum numbern58, we in-
clude, as did by Iglesiaset al. @10#, the states from the fol-
lowing configurations for each ionization stage:

1s22l m, 1s22l m21n8l 8,

as well as

1s2l m11, 1s2l mn8l 8,

for all 3<n8<8 andl 8<4 (g orbitals!. The sum~2! is lim-
ited to the above available bound terms which takes acco
of the IPD. The calculated partition functions~2! and IPDs
are used to solve the Saha equation~1!.

The absorption coefficient for radiation of energyhn for a
plasma of particle densityN and temperatureT is given by

m~hn!5(
i

Nis i~hn!, ~6!

wheres i(hn) is the photoabsorption cross section per ioi
and hn is the photon energy. It can be calculated from t
photoabsorption cross sections i t(hn) from term t in ion i:

s i~hn!5(
t

gite
2Eit /kT

Zi
s i t~hn!. ~7!

The photoabsorption~including photoexcitation and photo
ionization! cross sections i t(hn) is calculated by the
R-matrix code@16# in a consistent way. We should treat th
inner-shell photoexcitation processes as autoionizing o
because the final states of the transitions are well above
ionization threshold and they are actually autoionizing sta
The calculated photoabsorption cross sections are convo
with Doppler broadening. In this way, both the autoioniz
tion resonance width and Doppler broadening can be con
ered. The sum in Eq.~7! is carried out over all available
bound states.

The R-matrix method for electron-atom and photon-ato
interactions has been discussed in great detail by Burkeet al.
@19#. In an R-matrix calculation, the wave function of th
(N11)-electron system is given the form

TABLE I. Calculated IPD~in Ry! under the experimental con
ditions of Davidsonet al. and Perryet al. @3#.

Davidsonet al. Perryet al.
Ions IPD Ions IPD

Al V 0.5114 AlVII 0.8012
Al VI 0.6137 AlVIII 0.9229
Al VII 0.7160 AlIX 1.0382
Al VIII 0.8183 AlX 1.1536
Al IX 0.9206 AlXI 1.2689
Al X 1.0229 AlXII 1.3843
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Ck~X1 , . . . ,XN11!

5Â(
i j

ci jkF i~X1 , . . . ,XNr̂N11sN11!3ui j ~r N11!

1(
j

djkf j~X1 , . . . ,XN11!, ~8!

where Â is the antisymmetrization operator to take the e
change effect between the target electrons and the free
tron into account.Xi stands for the spatial (r i) and the spin
(s i) coordinates of thei th electron. The functionsui j (r )
under the first sum construct the basis sets for the contin
wave functions of the free electron, andF i are the coupling
between the target states and the angular and spin part o
free electron. The correlation functionsf j in the second sum
are constructed by the square integrable orbitals to acc
for correlation effects not adequately considered becaus
the cutoff in the first sum. Although general atomic cod
such asCIV3 @14# and MCDF @20# or other relativistic para-
metric potential codes@21# can account for extensive CI,
close-coupling scheme such as theR-matrix method can ac
count for correlation effects between the free and bou
electrons and the couplings between different channels. T
the R-matrix method can give more accurate atomic d
such as the energy levels and densities of the oscill
strength of the inner-shell excited autoionizing states. M
importantly, the autoionizing resonance widths are natur
included in theR-matrix calculation. The effectiveness of th
R-matrix method had been demonstrated clearly by so
most recent calculations@22–25#. Voky et al. @22,23# carried
out inner-shell photoionization calculations of ground-st
lithium in the photon energy regions below 130 eV includi
1snln8l 8 Rydberg resonance series and of hollow atom
states by using theR-matrix method. Zhouet al. @24# have
calculated the inner-shell photoionization of 1s22p 2Po and
1s23p 2Po excited states of Li by using the sameR-matrix
method. The wave functions of the target states in all th
calculations have been determined by using the codeCIV3

@14#. Their calculated resonance energy positions 1snln8l 8
and 2l2l 8n9l 9 are in good agreement with experiment. W
@25# have also calculated the inner-shell photoionization
the ground and the first excited states of lithiumlike carb
and also obtained excellent agreement between the theo
cal and experimental energy levels of the inner-shell exc
autoionizing states of CIV ions.

The fraction of radiation transmitted,F, at energyhn with
respect to some incident source of arbitrary intensity is gi
by

F~hn!5e2m(hn)L, ~9!

where L is the path length traversed by the light sour
through the plasma. The functionF is integrated over a
Gaussian function, with the full width at half maximum
~FWHM! corresponding to the spectrometer resolution,
obtain the final transmission spectrum. Because the trans
sion F(hn) is not a linear function of the absorption coef
cient m(hn), the averagedF(hn) over the experimenta
resolution depends on the spectral linewidths inm(hn).
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III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

First, we check the influence of the autoionizing widt
on the convergence behavior of our calculation by simulat
the prototype experiment done by Davidsonet al. The
FWHM of Doppler broadening is approximately 0.14 eV f
an aluminum plasma atkT540 eV and a photon energy o
1500 eV. The effect of electron collision broadening w
estimated@26# to be a factor of 5 less than the Doppler wid
for the plasma conditions and the photon energy range
interest. But the autoionizing resonance width may be lar
than the Doppler width and becomes the major broaden
mechanism. To have a quantitative understanding of the
toionizing resonance widths, we take Al71 as an example.
Figure 1~a! shows the photoabsorption cross sections n
the K-shell resonances with three different line profiles f
the ground state 2s22p2 3Pe of Al71. The three resonance
are caused by three 1s2s22p3 3So, 3Po, 3Do autoionizing
states. The solid line refers to the Voigt profile which
obtained by convolving theR-matrix result with Doppler
broadening, the dashed line to theR-matrix result which as-
sumes Lorentzian profile, and the dotted line to the Gaus
profile which includes the Doppler broadening alone. T
dotted line is obtained by treating the transitions as bou
bound processes and using the oscillator strengths calcu
by the CIV3 atomic structure code@14#. The corresponding
cross section for a given line can be expressed in terms o
oscillator strengthf itt 8 as

FIG. 1. Comparisons of the effects of three line shapes, Vo
Lorentzian, and Gaussian, on the photoabsorption cross section~a!
From the ground state of Al71 and ~b! the sum of the first 12
low-lying states with the consideration of statistical weights a
relative energies to the ground state. Solid, dashed, and dotted
refer to Voigt, Lorentzian, and Gaussian profiles, respectively.
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s i t t 85
phe2

mec
f itt 8S~hn!5109.71f itt 8S~hn!, ~10!

whereS is the line shape function withhn in eV ands i t t 8 in
Mb. If only the Doppler broadening is considered, the li
shape functionS has a Gaussian profile

S~hn!5
Aln 2

Ap G
eln 2(hn2hn0)2/G2

, ~11!

wherehn0 is the transition energy, and 2G is the FWHM and
taken as the Doppler width.

In general, the observed spectral profile is neither sim
Gaussian nor Lorentzian, but a convolution of these two p
files,

S~hn!5
Aln 2

pG
H~a,v !, ~12!

whereH(a,v) is the Voigt function:

H~a,v !5
a

pE2`

1` exp~2x2!

a21~v2x!2
dx,

a5Aln 2G l /G,

v5Aln 2~hn2hn0!/G,

G5G l1Gd ,

wherehn is the photon energy,G l is the Lorentzian FWHM
due to the resonance and collision broadening mechani
andGd is the Doppler FWHM.

In performing theR-matrix calculation which allows for
1s being excited to the 2p subshell, we include six orbital
1s,2s,2p,3s,3p, and 3d. Fourteen Al81 target states
are included in the close-coupling wave functio
expansion: 1s22s22p(2Po), 1s22s2p2(4Pe,2De,2Se,2Pe),
1s22p3(4So,2Do,2Po), 1s22s23s(2Se),1s22s23p(2Po), and
1s2s22p2(4Pe,2De,2Se,2Pe). The calculated ionization po
tential is 20.9110 Ry, differing from the experimental val
of 20.9176 Ry by only 0.031%. Autoionizing resonan
widths can be obtained by analyzing the resonance struct
of our R-matrix result. They are 0.24, 0.09, and 0.22 e
respectively, for the three 1s2s22p3 3So, 3Po, and 3Do au-
toionizing states. Two of them~0.24 and 0.22 eV! are larger
than the Doppler widths of approximately 0.14 eV. The tra
sition energies obtained byCIV3 are shifted a little in order to
have a direct comparison with theR-matrix calculation. One
can easily see that the Voigt and Lorentzian profiles dif
considerably from the Gaussian profile, and thus can g
different contributions to the transmission.

In addition to the ground state, the other 11 lowest sta
(2s22p2 1D, 1S, 2s2p3 5So, 3Do, 3Po, 1Do, 3So, 1Po,
and 2p4 3P, 1D, 1S) have relatively large contributions t
the photoabsorption cross sections because of their relat
low energies relative to the ground state. There are 24 in
shell transitions in total related to these low-lying states~in-
cluding the ground state!. The sum of their contributions to
the photoabsorption cross sections is shown in Fig. 1~b! with
ly
-

s,

res
,

-

r
e

s

ly
r-

the consideration of statistical weights and relative energ
to the ground state. The meaning of the lines is the sam
plot 1~a!. The position of lines calculated byCIV3 has been
shifted toward a lower photon energy by 0.34 eV to fit t
R-matrix result. The result by theR-matrix method should be
more reliable because theR-matrix method can give accurat
energies of inner-shell excited states@25#. One can see
clearly that there are windows between the spectral line
the Gaussian profile when the autoionizing effect is igno
completely. These windows can be narrowed by the s
split of the spectral lines due to relativistic effects, but can
be blocked sufficiently. These windows are the main ca
of the difference in the calculated x-ray transmission sho
later in Fig. 2. In contrast, Lorentzian and Voigt profiles ha
considerable line blending to smear the windows effective

The effect of autoionizing resonance broadening on
transmission can be seen more clearly from Fig. 2, where
calculated transmission has been convolved with the sp
trometer resolution 0.7 eV, which is the same as that used
Abdallah and Clark@7#. To simulate the experiment, the pa
lengthL is chosen to be 0.004 cm. The results presented
Fig. 2 are not obtained by theR-matrix calculation. The op-
tical transitions are treated as bound-bound processes a
scribed by Eq.~10!, but two line profiles, Voigt and Gauss
ian, are used in the calculations. The width of the Vo
profile was determined by a convolution of a Lorentzian p
file and a Gaussian profile as described by Eq.~12!. The
width of the Lorentzian profile is taken approximately to
the autoionizing width, which is obtained by the correspon
ing R-matrix calculation, and the width of the Gaussian pr
file is taken to be the Doppler width. For these results,
absorption coefficient for radiation of energyhn is given by

m~hn!5(
i S (

tt8
Nits i t t 8~hn!1(

t
Nits i t8 ~hn!D ,

~13!

FIG. 2. Transmission calculated as a function of photon ene
in eV by using theCIV3 code with instrumental broadening has be
considered. The temperature and density are 40 eV and 0.013
cm3, respectively. The solid and dashed lines refer to the theore
results with Voigt and Gaussian line shape functions, respectiv
The dotted line refers to the experimental spectrum. The labe
the top of the figure indicate the dominant ion charge states
aluminum in each energy region.
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where s i t t 8(hn) is the cross section for the bound-bou
transition from termt to t8, ands i t8 (hn) is the total photo-
ionization cross section from termt without the autoionizing
resonances. The solid line refers to the final transmiss
spectrum obtained by using the Voigt profile, the dashed
to the transmission spectrum by Gaussian profile, and
dotted one to the experimentally observed spectrum. The
bels at the top of the figure indicate the dominanti charge
states of aluminum in each energy region. As ourR-matrix
calculation, which will be shown in Fig. 3 later, include
approximately all terms up ton55, we include all orbitals
up to n55 in the result shown in Fig. 2. The agreeme
between the calculated spectrum using the Voigt profile
the experimental spectrum is good for both the spectral
tensity and position, but a large difference exists by using
Gaussian profile, especially for the lower ionization stag

FIG. 3. Transmission calculated as a function of photon ene
in eV by using theR-matrix method. The temperature and dens
are 40 eV and 0.0135 g/cm3, respectively. In~a!, the solid and
dashed lines refer to the length and velocity forms by using
Voigt profile. The agreement between the two forms is so good
they cannot be distinguished. In~b!, the solid line is obtained by
integrating curve~a! using the reported spectrometer resolution, a
the dashed one is the result of Abdallah and Clark@7#. In ~c!, the
solid line refers to the result obtained by combining theR-matrix
andCIV3 CI methods to include more satellite lines. In~b! and ~c!,
the dotted line refers to the experimental spectrum carried ou
Davidsonet al.
n
e
e

a-

t
d
-
e
s

such as Al51, Al61, and Al71. This is because these ion
have relatively large autoionizing resonance widths. Acco
ing to theR-matrix calculation, the typical autoionizing reso
nance widths are approximately 0.29, 0.24, 0.20, 0.11,
0.08 eV from Al51 to Al91, respectively. From the compar
son of the two calculated spectra with the experimental
sult, one can conclude that the theoretical calculations w
only taking account of the Doppler broadening would res
in a too slower convergence to the observed spectra. Fo
K-shell transitions from the low-lying states, autoionizin
resonance broadening, an actually existing physical effec
the major broadening mechanism and should be taken
account in calculating the spectral-resolved transmission

The transmission spectrum obtained by using
R-matrix photoabsorption cross sections is given in Fig. 3
order to demonstrate the convergence of the result with
model size of the calculation, we take Al71 as an example.
In addition to the main transitions from the low-lying state
the satellite transitions from the highly excited states ha
been included in our consideration by theR-matrix method
allowing for 1s-2p resonances. In total, photoabsorptio
cross sections of 129 terms are included in the calculati
of the absorption coefficient of Al71 ions. For each term, we
have so many autoionization resonances that are app
mately equivalent to 500–1500 discrete relativistic tran
tions, and in total we have more than 100 000 transitions
the Al71 ions, which is one order less than the numbers
oscillator strengths considered by Abdallah and Clark@7#.
The highest one of the 129 terms for the Al71 ions is 18.4 Ry
above the ground state. All the data of other relevant ioni
tion stages are obtained by similar method. They are c
volved with Doppler widths and combined to obtain th
transmission which is shown in Fig. 3. Figure 3~a! shows the
transmission which has not included instrumental broad
ing. This spectrum is highly resolved and shows that ma
1s-2p lines are contributing to the transmission. Figure 3~b!
shows a solid line derived by convolving the curve shown
Fig. 3~a! with spectrometer resolution. The dotted line sho
the experimental spectrum. The calculated spectrum is in
isfactorily good agreement with the experiment. Not only a
all the major structures present, but also the intensities a
well. Except for Al71, the positions of the spectrum of othe
ionization stages have a small shift compared to the exp
mental spectrum. Al81 and Al91 shift toward a lower photon
energy, while Al51 and Al61 shift a little toward a higher
photon energy. This may be due to the fact that different io
have different electrons and thus different correlation en
gies. For comparison, we also give the theoretical spect
of Abdallah and Clark@7# with a dashed line. They obtaine
the results by carrying out a much larger size calculat
than ours. In their treatment, oscillator strengths were co
puted for all possible bound-bound transitions among
possible excited electron orbitals withn,11 andl ,5. Good
agreement was also obtained by Iglesiaset al. @8# with a
limit of n,8 and l ,n. What we can conclude is that the
calculations converge with electron orbitals slower than
present case due to the neglect of the autoionization r
nance broadening.

In order to make theR-matrix calculations manageable
we only include orbitals up ton53. The contributions of
some satellite lines from highly excited states are not
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7256 PRE 62ZENG, JIN, YUAN, LU, AND SUN
cluded in the calculations. In order to access the converge
of the presentR-matrix calculation, we have included mor
satellite lines by using theCIV3 code. In this calculation, in
addition to the transitions treated by theR-matrix scheme,
we have considered more satellite lines with the initial sta
above the highest term treated by theR-matrix method.
These additional satellite lines are restricted to the exc
states of having one electron in the orbitals of 3<n8<8 and
l 8<4. Because the autoionizing width of these satellite lin
are much smaller than the Doppler width, their inclusion
using theCIV3 code does not reduce the generality of th
method. The result is shown in Fig. 3~c!. It can be easily seen
that ourR-matrix calculation is basically converged. The i
clusion of the contributions of more satellite lines can i
prove the final spectrum slightly.

Now, let us turn to the experiment done by Perryet al.
@3#. In this experiment, the main ionization stages rang
from Al VIII to Al XII and the typical Doppler FWHM of 1s
to 2p transitions is approximately 0.18 eV. Because of d
ferent experimental conditions, higher ionization stages
been created than in the experiment by Davidsonet al. As
has been shown above, the autoionizing resonance width
the K-shell excited states of the ions present in the exp
ment of Perryet al. @3# are less than Doppler broadening a
Doppler broadening becomes the main broadening me
nism. For this case, the inclusion of autoionizing resona
broadening will not change the convergence behavior
much as in the above calculation, and the relativistic eff
may have a large influence on the transmission spectr
Figure 4 shows the results obtained by multiconfigurat
Hartree-Fock~MCHF! @15# calculations with both theLS
nonrelativistic and the Breit-PauliLSJ relativistic formal-
isms. The solid line refers to the relativistic calculation a
the dashed one to the nonrelativistic result. The dotted
refers to the experimental spectrum. In performing
MCHF calculation, the maximum principal and angular m
mentum quantum numbers of the orbitals are considered
to n858 andl 855 (h orbitals!. In order to directly compare
the experimental spectrum, the calculated spectrum
shifted to lower photon energy by about 3.0 eV. One c
easily see that rather good agreement is obtained betwee
calculated and experimental spectra after taking accoun
the relativistic splitting.

In conclusion, the x-ray transmission spectrum is cal
lated for an Al plasma by using the detailed-term-account
~DTA! model. TheR-matrix method is applied to simulat
n
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the x-ray transmission spectrum. The importance of the
toionizing widths of the spectral lines of 1s-2p transitions to
the convergence of the result with the model size is dem
strated by two ways. The first one treats the 1s-2p transi-
tions approximately as bound-bound processes and take
autoionizing effect into account by using the Voigt profil
The second one considers the autoionizing effect more n
rally by using a close-coupling scheme. Both calculatio
arrive at good agreement with the experiment and prove
fewer electron orbitals are required to obtain a converg
result in the case that 1s-2p autoionizing resonance broad
ening is the major broadening mechanism. For higher ion
tion stages, such as AlX and AlXI, the autoionizing reso-
nance widths are less than the Doppler widths and
convergence of the theory is determined by Doppler bro
ening and the relativistic effect.
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FIG. 4. Transmission calculated as a function of photon ene
in eV under the experimental condition of Perryet al. @3# with
temperatureT558 eV and densityr50.02 g/cm3 by using MCHF
LS nonrelativistic ~dashed line! and LSJ relativistic formalisms
~solid line! compared with the experiment~dotted line!.
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